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SUMMARY

Thermophotovoltalc (TPV) systems are attractive possibilities for direct thermal-to-electric energy

conversion, but have typically required the use of black body radiators operating at high temperatures.

Recent advances in both the understanding and performance of solid rare-earth oxide selective emitters

make possible the use of TPV at temperatures as low as 1200K. Both selective emitter and filter system

TPV systems are feasible. However, requirements on the filter system are severe in order to attain high

efficiency. A thin-film of a rare-earth oxide is one method for producing an efficient, rugged selective
emitter. An efficiency of 0.14 and power density of 9.2 W/KG at 1200K is calculated for a hypothetical

thin-film neodymia (Nd203) selective emitter TPV system that uses radioisotope decay as the thermal

energy source.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) energy conversion is an attractive concept for attaining efficient direct

conversion at moderate temperatures, (1000 to 1500K) using a radioisotope heat source. In TPV conver-

sion, thermal energy is first converted to radiant energy, which is then converted to electrical energy by a

photovoltaic (PV) cell. There are two types of TPV systems, illustrated in figure 1. One system uses a
black body like thermal emitter (fig. l(a)). Since the thermal emitter emits large amounts of radiation at

energies that cannot be efficiently converted by the PV cell, a bandpass filter is placed between the
emitter and the PV cell. The ideal filter allows all photons with energy near the PV bandgap energy, E_,
to pass from the emitter to the PV cell and reflects all photons with energy greater or less than E_ bac_

to the emitter. In other words, the filter makes the thermal emitter perform hke a selective emitter. The

other system uses a selective emitter that emits in a narrow energy band just above the PV cell bandgap

energy, Eg, where the PV cell is most efficient (fig. l(b)). There are two major obstacles to the develop-
ment of an efficient, moderate-temperature selective-emitter TPV system. First, an efficient selective

emitter must be developed. Second, a PV cell having a bandgap energy very close to the emission band

energy of the selective emitter must also be developed. These problems will be discussed in this paper.



2. FILTER AND SELECTIVE EMITTER TPV SYSTEMS

2.1 Filter System Efficiency

In the filter TPV system, most of the emitted radiation is circulated back and forth between the emitter

and filter. Therefore, even a small filter absorptivity, af, will result in a major loss. Also, if the thermal

emitter does not perform like a black body (emissivity - eE = absorptivity ----a E = 1) the efficiency will
be reduced.

Consider the effÉciency of a filter TPV system. Referring to figure l(a), the following energy balance

applies to the thermal emitter.

Where, rf is the filter reflectivity and

Pt W aE rf Prad = PL -_ Prad (1)

rf+_f_-rf: 1 (2)

where af is the filter absorptivity and rf is the filter transmittance. Define the emitter thermal efficiency
as

_Tth= (Pt - PL)/Pt (3)

and also the photovoltaic efficiency as

r/p V : PEL/rfPrad (4)

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into (1) yields the following result for the overall efficiency of the filter

system.

(5)r/T f : PEL/Pt : r/t h T/f _/PV

Where the filter efficiency, r/f, is the following.

r/f = rf/(1 - aErf) = rf/[1 -- aE(1 -- af- rf)] (6)

In reference 1 the transmittance for an ideal filter is derived. An ideal filter transmits only within the nar-

row photon energy band, _E b. In this case (ref. 1)

rf --" rg F(Eb/kTE, AEb/Eb) (7)

Where, _rgis theeffective filter transmittance in the energy band _Eb, E b is the energy at the center of
the band and T E is the thermal emitter temperature. Also,

• 4 rs(l+t/2)

F(s,t) : 15/r Js(1-t/2) x3/(eX - 1)dx (8)

rg= rb  b/ th (9)

and
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where rb isthe filtertransmittancewithin the energy band AEb, _b is the emitteremittancewithin the

energy band AE b and Eth iSthe totalemitteremittance.

2.2 Selective Emitters

The early work of White and Schwartz (ref. 2) recognized the benefits of selective emitters for efficient

TPV energy conversion. However, finding an efficient selective emitter has been a difficult task. The most

promising solid selective emitters have been the rare-earth elements (ref. 3). For doubly and triply

charged ions of these elements in crystals, the orbits of the valence 4f electrons, which account for emis-
sion and absorption, lie inside the 5s and 5p electron orbits. As a result, the rare-earth ions in the solid

state have radiative characteristics much like they would have if they were isolated. They emit in narrow

bands rather than in a continuum as do most solids. The 5s and 5p electrons "shield z the 4f valence

electrons from the surrounding ions in the crystal.

Early spectral emittance work (ref. 3) on rare-earth oxides suitable for TPV showed strong emission

bands. However, the emittance for photon energies below the bandgap for PV materials was also signifi-

cant. As a result, the efficiency of these emitters was low. In the last few years, however, Nelson and

Parent (refs. 4 and 5) have reported a large improvement in rare-earth oxide emitters. Their emitters are
constructed of fine (5 to 10/_'n) rare-earth oxide fibers similar to the construction of the Welsbach man-

tle used in gas lanterns. The very small characteristic dimension of the emitter results in low emittance

for the low energy part of the spectrum, thus giving a much higher efficiency than previous emitters.

2.2.1 Rare-Earth Oxide Solid Selective Emitter Efficiency

The mantle type emitters of Nelson and Parent (refs. 4 and 5) show a single strong emission band

centered around some photon energy, Eb. For photon energies below and above this emission band the
emissivity is greatly reduced. Therefore, Chubb (ref. 1) used the following model to describe the rare-

earth oxide emitters. There is a single emission band of width _'b, with emissivity, %. Outside the

emission band the emissivity is • 1 for E <_ E b - AEb/2 and eu for E _ E b + AEb/2. This model applies
to the mantle type emitter, as well as the thin film emitter to be discussed later. The emitter radiative

efficiency is defined as follows,

T}E = PE/Prad (lO)

where PE is the emitted radiative power from the emission band at F_,b and Prad is the total emitted
radiative power. Obviously, this efficiency does not include thermal conductive or convective heat loss

(PL in fig. 1). A PV material with bandgap energy, E_ _ E_ is capable of efficient conversion of thisg u

useful energy, PE" Chubb (ref. 1) has derived the following expression for r}E.

t/E = [1 + el/eg G(Eb/kT E, aEb/Eb) + _u/eg H [F_,b/kTE, _-q_/E b] -1 (11)

The functions G and H are defined in reference 1 and the wavelength and photon energy are related by

A = hc/E. As can be seen from equation (11), there are four parameters that determine the efficiency.



2.3Comparison of Filter and Selective Emitter Efficiencies

Now compare the efficiencies of the filter and selective emitter TPV systems. The overall efficiency of the

filter system is given by equation (5). Similarly, referring to figure l(b), the overall efficiency of the

selective emitter system is

t}Ts = _th rlE _}PV (12)

If both systems operate in the same energy band, AEb, then _/PV will be the same in both systems. Also,

_}th should be nearly the same in both systems. As a result,

r/Tf/_T s "_ #f/tiE (13)

so that _f and _E determine which system has the higher efficiency.

Figure 2 compares YE and yf as functions of Eb/kT E for several values of the filter absorptivity, af, and

selective emitter emissivity ratios, ¢l/eb ----eu/eb. From Nelson and Parent's result (refs. 4 and 5), ¢l/6b

and Su/Sb range from 0.01 to 0.1 and AEb/E b ranges from 0.05 to 0.15. Thus bEb/E b -- 0.1 was chosen
for both the filter and selective emitter systems. Also, for the filter system it was assumed that the ther-

mal emitter behaves like a black body, so that a E = 6E = 1.0. Therefore, the filter system is assumed to

have an ideal thermal emitter. Also, an optimistic effective filter transmittance, rg = 0.95 was assumed.

There are several things to notice in figure 2. First of all, the maximum values for yf and _E occur when

Eb/kT E _ 4.0. Therefore, if we limit the emitter temperature to 1500 °K, then E b _< 0.52 eV (A >_ 2.4/an).
Second, in order for the filter TPV system, which uses an ideal black-body emitter, to be more efficient

than the selective emitter system very low filter absorptivity, af, is required. Only if etf < 0.1 will _/f > _/E

for a selective emitter system with ¢l/¢b ----eu/e b _> 0.1. Also, if af _< 0.05 and el/e b = Su/Sb < 0.05, then

both r/E and _/f will be large.

The filter efficiency shown in figure 2 is for an ideal black-body emitter. If the thermal emitter is not a

black-body, et E <_ 1.0 and there will be a significant reduction in _/f. This is illustrated in figure 3 where _/f

is shown as a function of Eb/kT E for several values of a E with _Eb/E b -- 0.1, af -- 0.01 and r_s - 0.95.

Comparing figures 2 and 3 we see that if a E < 0.95 a large reduction in yf occurs compared to the ideal

case, a E = 1. If a E __ 0.9, then _/f will be less than _/E, even for the optimistic filter properties, af : 0.01

and rg = 0.95.

From the results shown in figures 2 and 3, it appears that rg >_ 0.95, af __ 0.01 and a E >_ 0.9 are required
for the filter TPV system to have greater efficiency than the rare-earth oxide selective emitter, TPV sys-

tem. These are severe requirements for a filter system.

3. THIN FILM SELECTIVE EMI'FrER

As figure 2 illustrates, the maximum selective emitter efficiency occurs at Eb/kT E _ 4. Therefore, if T E

< 1500K then Eb < 0.52 eV (A >_ 2.4/an) in order to obtain maximum efficiency. As a result, an efficient

TPV system for this condition (T E < 1500K) will require a PV material with a low bandgap energy Eg.

If eu _ el, then the value of Eb/kT_or maximum _/E will be shifted. From the results of Chubb (ref. 1)

for eI > _u then Eb/kT E < 4, which means higher T E for a given E b. If eu > _l, then Eb/kT E > 4, which

means lower T E for a given E b.



Three rare-earthoxideshave low emissionband energy:neodymia Nd203, holmia, Ho203 and erbia,

Er203. Characteristicsof thesethreeare listedin tableI.Only Nd203 has the potentialforreachingits

maximum efficiencyifTE islimitedto 1500K. However, Ho203 at T E = 1500K ratherthan 1800K

(temperatureformaximum _/E)resultsin a negligiblereductionin _/E"

The mantle-type emitters of Nelson and Parent (refs. 4 and 5) have been used in combustion driven sys-

tems. However, other geometries that are more rugged and easily coupled to any thermal source have the

potential for higher efficiency. Two of these concepts being investigated at the Lewis Research Center are
the thin film selecti)'e emitter and the small-particle selective emitter (fig. 4). Both of these concepts can
utilize a smaller characteristic dimension than the mantle-type emitter, which uses 5 to 10 san diameter

fibers. As already pointed out, Nelson and Parent (refs. 4 and 5) have demonstrated the importance of

the small characteristic dimension for obtaining high efficiency.

So far, most of the work has been concentrated on the thin film selective emitter. An analysis using a
modification of the three-band model described earlier which includes scattering has been completed.

Results of that analysis are presented in reference 6. The important variables affecting the performance

are the substrate emittance, eus , the film optical depth,

K u = (a v + au)d (14)

where a u is the absorption coefficient, a v is the scattering coefficient, d is the film thickness and ll u the
scattering albedo,

nu = %/(au + °u) (15)

As already mentioned the spectrum is modeled by three bands of constant properties; in the emission

band (E b - AEb/2 < hv< Eb ÷ AEb/2), K. = Kb, 12u ----12b and evs -- ebs; below the emission band

(hu -_<Eb -- AE b/2).K u -_ K,1 f_u ---=f/ 1 an°¢ e us = els; above the emission band (hu _> Eb ÷ aEb/2)

Ku -- Ku Ilu ----flu and evs = eus. For given values of K, 12 and es the emittance for each band can be
calculated and used in equation (11) to calculate _/E" Similar to the results of figures 2 and 3, where el, e b

and eu are assumed to be constants, the maximum value of Y/Eoccurs at Eb/kT E ----4 when • u -- e1.

Besides efficiency, the power emitted in the emission band is another important performance parameter

for a thin-film selective emitter. Large emitted power/area translates into a low-mass space power

system. The dimensionless power-density, PE, from reference 6 is the following,

PE ----PE/asbTE4AE = eb F(Eb/kTE' aEb/Eb) (16)

where, A E is the selective emitter area, F(Eb/kTE, AEb/Eb) is given by equation (8) and asb is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

The behavior of _/E and PE as functions of the optical depth, Kb, are shown in figure 5 for no scattering

and several values of the substrate emittance at the optimum value of Eb/kT E = 4. It is also assumed

that aEb/E b = 0.1, els = ebs -- eus and that K 1 -- K u ----0.05K b. From Nelson and Parent's (refs. 4

and 5) results, it is expected that 0.01K b _< K 1 < 0.1K b and 0.01K b < K u _< 0.1K b for the rare-earth

oxides. Also, AEb/E b -- 0.1 is representative of the rare-earth oxides. Figure 5 shows there is an optimum
optical depth to'attain maximum efficiency. However, as equation (16) shows, PE depends on optical

depth only through eb. Since eb increases monotonically with Kb, the power density, PE, will also be a

monotonically increasing function of K b. Also, the substrate emittance, es, will affect PE only for small



optical depths. However, substrate emittance has a major effect on _}E"It appears that es > 0.1 results in
efficiencies that are too low to be of interest.

When scattering is included the magnitude of YE and PE are negligibly effected, (ref. 6). However, to

obtain maximum _}Elarger optical depths are required. Similarly, to obtain the same power density, PE,

with scattering as is obtained without scattering requires a larger optical depth.

To estimate the power density that can be expected from a rare-earth oxide selective emitter, assume

that K b _-. 1.0 for fl = 0. With K b _ 1.0 the efficiency will be less than maximum by only a small
amount (fig. 5(b)) but PE will be close to its maximum value. At K b = 1 and fl = 0, figure 5(b) shows

that PE _ 0.058. For Nd20 3 at T E = 1500K (Eb/kT E = 4_, PE = 0.058 yields PE/AE = 1.7 w/cm 2. This
• w cm _compares with the solar flux at Earth orbit of 0.135 / .

The important theoretical results for the solid-state rare-earth oxide selective emitters can be summarized
as follows. For maximum efficiency the emitter temperature must satisfy Eb/kT E _ 4. If T E is limited to

1500K, then only Ho20 3 and Nd203 have the potential for operation near maximum efficiency. For the
thin-film selective emitter, the substrate emissivity, es, is a critical parameter for determining efficiency.

If _s < 0.02 then efficiencies greater than 0.5 are possible. Also, maximum YE occurs at a single optical

depth, K b = (ab+ab)do_ t Finally, although scattering causes a reduction in the emitted power, PE, ifp.
scattering is present, larger optical depths can be used without greatly reducing the efficiency. As a

result, PE is expected to be nearly the same both with and without scattering.

Experimental work on the rare-earth oxide thin-film selective emitter is just beginning. As has already

been pointed out, the film substrate must be of low emittance in order to obtain large _/E" In addition the
substrate must have a high melting point. These two requirements limit the possible substrate materials.

Copper is an excellent substrate candidate if T E < 1300K. We have measured the total hemispherical
emittance of highly polished copper for 600 <T< 1200K. For this temperature range we find that 0.02 <

_s -< 0.04. Thus we expect _/E >--0.5 (fig. 5) for Nd203 or Ho20 3 emitters.

We are currently applying the films of Nd20 3 and Ho203 on copper substrates using vacuum evaporation

of the oxides. Heating of the compressed oxides powders has been done using an electron beam, however

resistance heating of a tantalum boat containing the oxide powders will also be investigated. When satis-

factory films have been deposited, their emissive properties will be measured with the aid of a high tem-

perature furnace (maximum temperature of 1700 °C).

4. SPECTRALLY TUNED SOLAR CELLS

In principle, it is possible to select a semiconductor bandgap that will maximize cell efficiency for a par-
ticular wavelength of light. In practice it is difficult for the very short (i. e., less than 400 nanometers,),

and the very long (greater than about 2.5 microns) wavelengths. In those cases, factors related to cell

design, the quality of the bulk material, and cell interfaces and surfaces begin to become major problems.

Figure 6 taken from reference 7, shows the calculated variation of efficiency with bandgap using mono-
chromatic light; the wavelength of the incident light corresponds to the energy bandgap in each case. For

this figure the cell temperature was assumed to be 25 °C. Under such conditions, solar cell efficiency will

not have an optimum bandgap, as is the case for the solar spectrum. Instead it will asymptotically approach

a limiting value bf efficiency as shown in the figure. Gallium arsenide cells, for example, are predicted to

have an efficiency exceeding 60%. Data are available at present only on GaAs cells designed for maximum

efficiency in the solar spectrum. Even so, efficiencies exceeding 50% in these nonoptimized structures have

been shown (ibid). Monochromatic illumination efficiencies of the GaSb cell, with a bandgap of 0.67 eV
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havenot yet beenmeasured.Basedon its performanceasthe bottomcell of a two-junctionmultiple
bandgapsolarcell,whichhasbeenshownto beasmuchas8%in thefull solarspectrum(ref. 8), the
monochromaticcellefficiencycanbeexpectedto be in the vicinity of 30%in a realdevice.

Figure 7 contains a plot of solar cell bandgap as a function of lattice spacing for several IH-V and II-VI

compound semiconductors. As can be seen, there is no binary compound available that has a bandgap at

0.5 eV, which would be optimum for use with a neodymia emitter. Within the III-V materials, there are

two possible options, both of which would use one of the existing III-V binary compound substrates:
(1) develop one of several choices of lattice mismatched ternary compound cells, or (2) develop one of
several lattice matched quaternary compound cells. Since it is desirable to limit the amount of lattice

mismatch required in option 1 as much as possible, the choices for substrates are InP, GaSb, and InAs.

These same substrates are also suitable for use with two of the quaternary compounds of primary interest

for this application: GaxInl_xAsyP and Gaxlnl_xAsySb.

Although the use of quaternary compounds adds increased complexity to the growth of the cell structure,
they have the advantage that a lattice matched compound with the desired bandgap can be found for

each of the above substrates. Growth of the ternary materials is somewhat easier from a chemical and

hydrodynamic point of view, but has the disadvantage of having to deal with the large density of crystal-

line defects caused by the mismatch in lattice parameters and thermal expansion coefficients.

5.0 RADIOISOTOPE THERMOPHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY

(RTPV) USING A SELECTIVE EMITTER

TPV energy conversion for space radioisotope power applications is of current research interest (refs. 9

to 11). Morgan, Home and Brothers (ref. 9) present an analysis for the performance of a RTPV system
using the United States Department of Energy radioisotope general purpose heat source (GPHS). Their

system uses a gallium antimonide (GaSb) photovoltaic cell, which has a bandgap energy of 0.67 eV, so

that it is suitable for low temperature use. This system does not utilize a selective emitter nor a bandpass

filter. However, high reflectance (>_0.9) is assumed to occur at the back side of the PV cell for photons

with energy less than the bandgap energy. These photons are reflected back toward the emitter and can

thus be absorbed by the thermal emitter. A maximum overall efficiency of 13% at T E = 1400K is pre-

dicted for this system (ref. 9). Morgan, Home and Brothers (ref. 9) also mention that a proprietary modi-
fication of the isotope heat source will lead to efficiencies greater than 25%.

Nelson and Iles (ref. 10) discuss both rare-earth oxide selective emitters and low bandgap photovoltaic

cells for use in TPV systems applicable for space power. They show spectral exittance data for the fibrous
mantle emitters of several of the rare-earth oxides. Rose and Merryman (ref. 11) present a system study

of a radioisotope thermoelectric power conversion system (RTG) using short hMf-life materials. For a
man portable terrestrial unit they predict a power density of 25 W/kg using polonium (21°po), which has

a 0.38 year half-life. They conclude that a significant improvement in performance will occur if a more

efficient energy conversion system, such as TPV, were used.

The lowest cost space RTPV system will use the existing U.S. Department of Energy GPHS thermal

source, since the development costs for the thermal source will be avoided. As a result, consider the

performance of a selective emitter RTPV system using the GPHS thermal source. Each block of the
GPHS thermal gource generates approximately 250 watts with the temperature limited to approximately

1200K. We considered the performance of a hypothetical RTPV system that uses a single block. Larger

power output can be obtained by stacking blocks on top of each other.



Figure8 shows the hypothetical,singleblock RTPV system. This configurationissimilarto the RTPV

system of reference9.The GPHS block issurrounded by a structurethat holds the PV cellsand also

providescoolingthrough a heat pipe radiator.To form the thinfilmselectiveemittera low emittance

substratethat willoperateat 1200K, such as copper,with the desiredrare-earthoxide depositedon it

must be placedin contactwith the GPHS block.Since the substratecan be very thinthereshould be

negligibletemperature differencebetween the GPHS block (1200K) and the rare-earthoxide emitter.The

major designcriteriaisthe emitterarea requiredto maintain the GPHS block at 1200K. This emitting

area,AE, isdetermined by an energy balanceon the GPHS block.

Pt = block output -- 250w = total radiation output + thermal losses

Pt : eE asb TE4AE + PL = eE asb TE4AE -{- (1 - _th)Pt

A E = t/thPt/eE asb TE 4

(17)

(18)

Where CE is the total emittance of the emitter, asb is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (asb
= 5"67x10--12 w/cm2 K4), Yth is the thermal efficiency (eq. (3)) and T E is the emitter temperature. In

equation (17) radiation back to the emitter, such as occurs in a filter system, is neglected. The total

emittance of the emitter, 6E, is obtained from equations (10) and (16),

eZ = Prad/asbTE4AE = PE/r}E (19)

so that

A E -- _/th_/EPt/PEasbTE 4 (20)

We assume the GPHS blocks will be stacked on top of each other to obtain the desired power level.

Therefore, only the sides of the GPHS blocks are capable of radiating, (A B = 202 cm2). Therefore, our

first design criteria is A E < A B. Since the system will be operating in the space vacuum, the only heat
loss from the GPHS block will be conduction losses through any structure connecting the GPHS block to

the surrounding PV cell structure. Therefore, we assume r/t h : 0.95. Therefore, for T E = 1200K and

Pt - 250w equation (20) yields the following:

A E = 21.3 _/E/PE _ AB = 202 cm 2 (21)

Thus the ratio _E/PE is limited, according to equation (21), to 6E = pE/_}E_.ll.

Neodymia (Nd203) has the largest emitter efficiency at T E = 1200K. Therefore, it was chosen for the
emitter in our hypothetical RTPV system. For T E = 1200K and a copper substrate with es = 0.037 the

emitter efficiency, _E, and dimensionless power density, PE, that satisfy equation (21) are shown in
table H along with the other important parameters for the RTPV system. The maximum _/E = 0.53,

however, this must be reduced to YE = 0.50 in order to satisfy equation (21). The photovoltalc efficiency

assumed, _/PV = 0.3, is for monochromator light at Eg = 0.52 eV, (fig. 6). Presently there is no PV cell

with E z = 0.52 eV. However, as already discussed, such a cell is feasible. With the efficiencies just
discussed the overall system efficiency and electrical power output are the following (eq. (12)).

_/Ts : _/th _]E _/PV : 0.14 (22a)

PEL = t/Ts'Pt: 35 watts (22b)
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Now consider the mass of this hypothetical one GPHS block RTPV system. The major mass components

are the GPHS block and the radiator necessary to reject the waste heat from the PV cells. The GPHS

block has mass, M B = 1.45 KG. The waste heat that must be rejected by the radiator, PR, is the follow-

ing (refer to fig. l(b)).

PR=Pt--PEL--PL

PR : _/th (I - T/E#PV) Pt (23a)

PR = 202 watts (23b)

The radiator area, AR, necessary to reject this waste heat in deep space where the sink temperature

T_ _ 0, is the following.

A R = pR/_RasbTR 4 (24)
J

Assuming a radiatoremittance,_R --0.8,and TR ----Tpv = 298 °K yieldsA R --0.56 m 2.To estimate

the radiatormass we used a specificmass, MR/A R = 3.6KG/m 2,which isthe specificmass ofa small

heat piperadiatoroperatingat 300K proposed foruse on the Space Station(ref.12).The mass of the

selective emitter, ME, was approximated by the mass of a copper substrate of 0.08 cm thickness and area

equal to A E. The PV cell mass, which is nearly negligible, was approximated using a specific mass, Mpv/Apv
= 0.65 KG/m 2, taken from reference 13 for a GaAs cell module. We also assumed Apv = 2A E to calculate

Mpv. However, since Mpv is so small the Apv approximation is not critical. To estimate the structure mass,
Mst , that holds the PV cells and the GPHS block together, we assumed that Mst -- 0.1 (M B + M E + Mpv ).

The component masses are listed in table III. With these masses the specific power is 9.2 W/KG. The

major mass component is the radiator. There are two ways to reduce the radiator mass. First of all, if the

PV cells are transparent to the low energy photons (E < Eg), as are the GaSb cells used by Boeing
(ref. 9), then the radiator heat load, PR, will be reduced. Secondly, the PV cell operating temperature can

be increased and thus T R also. This will also reduce _/PV and thus increase PR" However, the TR 4 dependence

of A R will more than make up for the PR increase so that A R will be reduced. There will be some optimum

T R to yield the largest PEL/MT. Further system studies are required to find the maximum PEL/MT.

The proposed Boeing RTPV system uses 15 GPHS blocks. This system attains maximum performance,

(efficiency = 0.13 and power density = 8.5 W//kg), at T E = 1400K which is nearly identical with our

result at T E -- 1200K. At T E = 1400K our emitter efficiency and power density would be significantly
increased. Also, to attain the 0.13 efficiency for the Boeing system, the low energy photons (E < Eg)
must be reflected back to the emitter and reabsorbed. In our hypothetical selective emitter system this

process is neglected. Therefore, if it were included larger efficiency would occur.

SUMMARY

TPV using a rare-earth oxide, thin-film selective emitter and a matched PV cell is an attractive energy

conversion system for use with a radioisotope decay thermal energy source. We estimate an efficiency of

14% with a specific power of 9.2 w/KG for an operating temperature of 1200K. To achieve this perform-

ance requires two significant developments. First, a durable, rare-earth oxide thin film on a low emittance

substrate must be developed. Secondly, a PV cell matched to the emission band of the emitter must be

developed.
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Emitter

material

TABLE I.--EMISSION BAND DATA FOR RARE-EARTH OXIDES

Emission band

transition

Ytterbia 2F5/2 -- ZFv/2

Yb20 s

411s/2 -- 4Ixs/2

Photon energy at

center of emission

band,

E b ,

eV

Neodymia

Nd20 s

1.29

Photon

wavelength

at center of

emission

band,

pm

0.955

Dimensionless

bandwidth from

AEb/Eb

0.18

Emitter temperature for

maximum efficiency,

TE/op_ ---_1/4 eEb/k,

K

3740

Erbia 0.827 1.5 0.05 2400

Er20 s

Holmia sI 7 -- si s 0.62 2.0 0.10 1800

Ho20 s

4Ixs/2 -- "Io/2 0.52 2.4 0.15 1500

TABLE.--II PROPERTIES OF ND?O 3 THIN FILM SELECTIVE EMITTER RTPV SYSTEM

Emitter temperature, K ................................................................... 1200

Emission band energy = PV cellbandgap energy, eVE b -- E s ...................................... 0.52

Dimensionless emission bandwidth, AEb/E b ................................................... 0.15

Film index of refraction .................................................................... 1.9

Below emission band optical depth, K x ..................................................... 0.05 K b

Above emission band optical depth, K u .................................................... 0.05 K b

Emission band optical depth, K b to yield PE/_E = 0.11 ........................................... 0.36

f°'
Reflectance at vacuum film interface .............................................. [nf + lJ = 0.096

Copper substrate emittance, s. ............................................................. 0.037

Reflectance at fl]m-substrate interface ................................................. 1 - s. = 0.96

Emitter efficiency, _E .................................................................... 0.50

Dimensionless emitter power density, PE ...................................................... 0.057

PV cell efficiency, Vtpv ..................................................................... 0.3

PV cell temperature, K .................................................................... 298

Thermal efficiency, Fith .................................................................... 0.95
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TABLE III.--MASS OF NEODYMIA SELECTIVE EMITTER RTPV SYSTEM

USING A SINGLE GPHS BLOCK

Component Mass, KG

GPHS block

NdsO 3 selective emitter with 0.08 cm thick Cu

substrate and A E = 202 cm 2

PV cellswitEA_, v -- 2A E Mpv/Apv = 0.65 KG/m2

Heat pipe radiator with MR/A R = 3.6 KG/m Z

M B = 1.45

M E = 0.145

Mvv = 0.026

M R = 2.03

Structure M,t = 0.1(M s + M E + Mpv ) M,t = 0.16

Total mass, M T 3.81

PE_/M,_ = 35/3.81 = 9.2 w/KG

PL (heat loss)

/
,,1 I I "o" I
r t _ emnxer a _ _ I _IPV I p -'-

(the.mlal I "qth I I I EL=
input) _ , i i -qth-q_PvPth

||"Err Prad"_Filter e4E= emitter absorptivity

af = filter absorptivity

af + Tf + rf = 1 _f = fitter transmittance

Rf = Tf / (1 "=Erf } rf = filter mfiectivity

(a) Fitter - thermal emitter TPV system.

PL (heat loss)

(thermalI _" I -I "_" I' "-' '
i.put) '

(b} Selective emitter TPV system.

Figure 1.--Schematic of TPV systems.

_- 1.0

.8

{
.! .6

E
0

B AEb/Eb= .1 af it-- {l/(b = cu/Cb = 0.05

a E = 1.0 / _ qE1/(b.= eU/( b = 0.1

B "_=7_ ._' /.,-;'--.,_ ..-Z.Z ,1_

2 4 6 8 10

Emission band energy/emitter temperature, Eb/kT E

Figure 2.J..omparison of filter and selective emitter efficiency.
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Prad

F (_E txf = 0.01 ¢g = 0.95 j( _f
15

AEb/Eb= 0.1 '_ # '/

_ d Rare earth oxide film

i . _////////_ow emittance su bstra,_///////////_

r//////////////////////////ll_

. (a) Thin film selective emitter.

I i I I ,/*" 1
0 2 4 6 8 10

.J. ._,,. He gas containing small L
Emission band energy/emitter temperature, Eb/kTE Pt _ w _ __ rare earth oxide particles ]

Figure 3.--Dependence of filter efficiency on thermal emitter /

absorptivity.

(b) Small particle select_,e emitter.

Figure 4.---Schematic of possible rare earth oxide selecth, e emitters.

.60 I--_ = _sl = _su = Eb/kTE = 4, _kEb/Eb= .1

.55

_'.sO

_._

.35 100

.30

_51 ! I I 1 I I I
(a) Emitter efficiency. 80

.08 Eb/kT E = 4, _Eb/Eb= .1 6O

-- / Pin = 500 mW/cm 2
E.°2

' I I I I I
O

I I I I
E 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Optical depth. Kb

(b) Emitter dimensionless power density.

Figure 5.wThin film emitter efficiency and power density for no

scattering (.Q. = 0).

I
3.0

0 1 2 3 4 5

Bandgap, eV

Figure 6.--CaJculated efficiency for monochromatic cells coupled

to laser light tuned to the cell material bandgap, and assuming

an input power of 500 mW/cm 2.
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Figure 7.----Semiconductor bandgap energy as a function of lattice
constant for various semiconductor materials.

" _ -- -7-- PV cells on 4 walls
.,#_-I| _[_ .... / surrounding GPHS

block

I _ ......... _ I.,'--0.08 cm thick Cu
I i "'-._ =_.>'.-"H substratewithNd203

I "_,,:'-.V.-'" "'1 I _rnattachedto4

_1 _P_ sides of GHPS block
,," l--,_ _,,3,7- j_]

/ 9.72 cm I 9.32 cm

" pipe that "_] _"z_ Heat
connects to heat

pipe radiator
Mass of GPHS block = 1.45 kg

Figure 8.--Schematic drawing of thin-film selective emitter TPV
system using a single GPHS block.
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